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Meet The Creator
Fur Babies was created by multi-award winning

photographer Lauren Bennett at Lemon Sky Photography.

Hi, I'm Lauren a professional rock bassist turned award-
winning portrait photographer and designer (plus a
mother of four spirited young kids). 

I developed and launched LSP Actions for busy photographers
who want to crank up the "wow" factor of their images and
speed up turnaround time, without compromising on quality. 

LSP Actions are used by some of the world's
most loved photographers, (read more) and
has been awarded "Best Professional
Photographic Software of the Year" the last 4
years in a row. 

Fur Babies is the original Pet & Animal editing
suite, first launched in 2018 and designed with
the create input of top pet photographer
Amanda Voller. This set is updated regularly
with new features and if you own this set, you
get the updates for free, as with all LSP Actions
editing tools!

No matter where you are in your pet photography
journey, Fur Babies is a game-changer for modern
pet photographers who want to confidently create
timeless high-end animal images for their clients,
without the guesswork or ever losing control of the
finished image.

Instantly balance, correct tones, paint on silky fur
and fine-art details. Diffuse with color harmonies
of rich tones, muted browns and jewel overlays...
It's time to fall in love with your images, so your
work can stand-out above the rest and get
recognized! All you need is Photoshop to get
started. 

Lauren Bennett
AUTHOR | PHOTOGRAPHER | DESIGNER
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Compatibility
Use on Mac or Windows with Photoshop

www.LSP-ACTIONS.com

PHOTOSHOP CREATIVE CLOUD - All versions 
** best choice ** Click here to get a free trial.

PHOTOSHOP CS6

PHOTOSHOP CS5

PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS - Versions 12 to present

Not compatible with Lightroom, Mobile, Tablet or other editing software.
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What's Included
Over 75 high end Photoshop Actions in workflow editing order, arranged in

a colored panel.

www.LSP-ACTIONS.com

INSTANT BALANCE BASE TOOLS
• 5 Workspace Tools
• Magic Image Balancer
• Illuminate Brightness
• Headlight Bright
• Take Exposure Down
• Ultra Dark Black Magic
• Punchy Contrast
• Warmer Scene
• Cooler Scene
• Vibrant Scene
• Calm Bright Highlights
• Save Lost Blacks

POWERFUL RETOUCH BRUSHES
• Brighten Areas Brush
• Gentle Darken Brush
• Tack Sharp Brush
• Bright Eyes Brush
• Sharp Eyes Brush
• Nose Kiss Brush
• Fur Details Brush
• Black Areas Rescue Brush
• White Areas Rescue Brush
• White Fur Pure Boost Brush
• Defringe Brush 

MUCKY PUP BRUSHES
• Clean Up Fur
• Inner Ear Swab
• Eye/Beard Stain Brush

TONING BRUSHES
• Red Rover Riddance
• Yappy Yellow Gone
• Orange Off!
• Enhance Greens
• Go Away Green
• Shoo Blue
• Purify Purples
• Add Warmth
• Add Cool Toning

HIDE DISTRACTIONS ACTION
Flawlessly remove any
unprofessional distractions from
your image, such as the leash,
collar, harness, an old leaf... in a
click.

L'ARTIST ENHANCE BRUSHES
• Enhance & Attention Grab Brush
• Ultra Details Brush
• Invigorate Vibrant Tones Brush
• Painterly Silky Fur Brush 
• L'Artist Finish
• Hazy Halo Brusher
• Beautiful Blur Brush

LIGHT DIFFUSE OVERLAYS
WARM MIX 
• Beam
• Epiphany
• Peachy Pie
• Radiant
• Sunset Glow
COOL MIX
• Alloy
• Emerald Isle
• Sea Foam
• Winter Coat
• Wizardry Midnight
DREAMY MIX
• Cherished
• Day Dreaming
• Dreamy Haze
• Lavender Mist 
• Rose Bud
DRAMA MIX
• Club
• Drama Llama Ding Dong
• Evening
• Fairground
• Moody Beast

POLISH & FINISH TOOLS
• Contrast Boost Final Kick
• Add A Soft Vignette
• Convert For Black & White
• Sharpen For Print
• Convert for SRBG (Full Photoshop)

SOCIAL MEDIA & WEB RESIZE
• Facebook Landscape/  Portrait
• Instagram
• Save for Website
• Convert to SRGB Profile
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PART 1: Instant Image Balance / Base Section
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Quickly and correctly balance your image to create the perfect editing foundation. 

Sometimes the difference between an OK image and that "WOW" shot all rides in the base
setup. Simply click & slide the opacity to suit, or play more than once to build up. So you can
prime your image for a glorious editing base that is simply begging for rich tones, perfect
contrast, and every detail intact. This section works in seconds and can be batched.

Section Overview

• 5 Workspace Tools to
quickly set your image up for
optimal results. 

• Magic Image Balancer:
Once click and the intelligent
action automatically balances
your whole image out.

• Illuminate Brightness:
Instantly lifts the shadows
whilst preserving the
highlights.

• Headlight Bright: 
This lifts your entire image

• Take Exposure Down
Turn down the lights, and
preserve the blacks

• Ultra Dark Black Magic:
Completely change the feel,
paint off areas if needed. 

• Punchy Contrast
Add a dramatic, balanced pop

• Warmer Scene
Warm up all over

• Cooler Scene
Cool down the scene

• Vibrant Scene
Make the colors pop

• Calm Bright Highlights
Save blown highlights without
affecting other areas.

• Save Lost Blacks
Bring back black details 
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PART 1: Instant Image Balance / Base Section
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Section Overview

Raw Image

After
Instant
Balance
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PART 2: RETOUCH BRUSH SECTION
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Every brush-on layer you will ever need for a complete animal retouch. 

There is something in here for all scenarios you will encounter. The actions set up everything
you need and even choose the correct brush for you, so you just need to hit play and paint your
way to a truly tailored edit, every time. Each layer is independent and does not affect your
background layer.

Section Overview

• Brighten Areas: Brush on to
draw attention and lighten
specific areas only. 

• Gentle Darken: Brush on to
darken areas.
 
• Tack Sharp: Brush on to
intelligently sharpen areas 

• Bright Eyes: Intelligently
brighten the eyes

• Sharp Eyes: Make those
peepers pop.

• Nose Kiss: Bring attention to
every detail of that sweet
snoot.

• Fur Details Brush: Make the
fur seem 3D and strokable

• Black Areas Rescue:
Restore details in blacks.

• White Areas Rescue:
Restore detail in blown whites.

• White Fur Pure Boost:
Whiten, without losing detail.

• Defringe: Brush away purple
fringing around fur.

MUCKY PUP BRUSHES:

• Clean-Up: Paint away mud,
dirt and anything else without
cloning. 

• Inner Ear Swab: Clean yukky
ears.

• Eye/Beard Stain: Paint away
brown staining.
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PART 2: RETOUCH BRUSH SECTION
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Section Overview

Raw Image

After
Retouch
Brushes
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PART 3: TONE BRUSH SECTION:
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Instantly paint away unwanted color casts, without affecting the whole image or
desaturating the tones:

Section Overview

• Red Rover Riddance:
Reduce unwanted red tones

• Yappy Yellow Gone:
Neutralize yellow toning

• Orange Off!: Remove over-
zealous oranges.

• Go Away Green: Paint away
green color casts or dull
toning.

• Shoo Blue: Warm-up blue
tones.

• Purify Purples: Calm purple
tones and replace with
neutral.

• Add Warmth: Paint on to
warm up

• Add Cool Toning: Paint on
to cool down
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PART 3: TONE BRUSH SECTION:
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Section Overview

Raw Image

After Tone
Brushes
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PART 4: HIDE DISTRACTIONS
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Flawlessly remove any unprofessional distractions from your image, such as the leash,
collar, harness, an old leaf... in a click. It's easy.

The LSP Select & Fix "HIDE" action allows you to easily remove the collar, tag, harness and any
other distractions in your image. SO easy to use with full instructions, you just select the area
you'd like to remove and the action does it for you... say goodbye to cloning or patching!

Section Overview

1. PLAY INSTRUCTIONS or watch the video tutorial walk-through.
The instructions play out right there on your screen as you are
editing.

2. SET UP THE LAYER This creates a brand new masked merged
layer you can work on, without affecting your original image or
confusing the layers.

3. CHOOSE PATCH TOOL This is on your spot healing brush menu
and looks like a little #hashtag.

4. DRAW AROUND THE AREA YOU WISH TO REMOVE Such as a
collar, leash, harness, stick, hand, leaf, old drink can...

5. CLICK THE SELECT & FIX ACTION and watch as the area
magically disappears. All of this happens in a moment, so you can
use this action, again and again, to remove anything from your
image.
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PART 4: HIDE DISTRACTIONS
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Section Overview

Raw Image

After 
 Select 
& Fix

(no leash!)
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From Painterly Silk Fur, Hazy Halos, Ultra Detail and Enhancing Attention... oh swoon.

This section has it all for a perfectly tailored, painterly finish that will set your work apart from
all the others. Simply play the action and paint it on or off with a brush to tailor the result. On-
screen instructions play out to walk you through.

Section Overview

• Enhance & Attention Grab:
This action deepens and
darkens your image, selecting
a black brush for you to easily
paint the effect "off" of your
subject, allowing them to
stand out of this truly artistic
finish.

• Ultra Details Brush: Use
this to paint on anywhere you
wish to really bring attention
to, and watch as the HD
details pop without looking
over-edited.

• Invigorate Vibrant Tones:
Make those colors work for
you!  

• Beautiful Blur: Naturally
blur areas, just paint on.

• Painterly Silk Fur: This
brush-on action is divine. Use
it to add a fine-art masters
painterly finish to the fur or
feathers, without losing detail. 

• L'Artist Finish Brush: Paint
over any areas you wish to
add a truly artistic finish

 • Hazy Halo: Play out and the
action will create the perfect
background haze for you. You
can drag to re-position and
paint away from your subject
to achieve that coveted "hazy
background" without having
to spend more than a few
seconds applying.

• Beautiful Blur: Paint a lens
blur and tweak to your tastes.
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PART 5: L'ARTIST (Artistic Enhancement) BRUSHES
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Section Overview

Raw Image

After
L'Artist
Brushes
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PART 6: LIGHT DIFFUSE IMAGE OVERLAYS
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Create that magical finish you have been longing for. From rich browns and muted golden
tones to midnight blues, jewel greens and all the color harmonies in between... This is where
the magic happens. Stack, paint and blend for your unique signature style and a stunning fine
art finish. Simply click to play, these work on separate layers and no need to flatten.

Section Overview

WARM MIX:
• Beam: Gorgeous Muted-
brown with hazy spotlight.
• Epiphany: Warm & rich with
details enhanced.
• Peachy Pie: Peaches and
oranges, without being ott.
• Radiant: A light glow fading
into a dark base, with russet
tones.
• Sunset Glow: A gorgeous light
glow surrounds your subject.

COOL MIX:
• Alloy: The yellow/blue combo
you didn't know you needed!
• Emerald Isle: Bring those
greens out.
• Sea Foam: A gorgeous green-
blue jewel tone
• Winter Coat: A deep-blue
toning adds depth.
• Wizardry Midnight: Who
knew a dark cyan could be so
magical

DREAMY MIX
• Cherished: Sweet pink-toned
browns and a light overlay.
• Day Dreaming: A spectrum
toning filter of your dreams.
• Dreamy Haze: For the matte
lovers out there.
• Lavender Mist: Purple and
proud, without the over-kill.
• Rose Bud: Dreamy delicate
pink tones wash over.

DRAMA MIX
• Club: Blue shadows
complement the yellow
highlight, in the perfect gradient
overlay.
• Drama Llama Ding Dong: For
the most excellent greens of
your life.
• Evening: This one deserves a
time-out.
• Fairground: The perfect,
unique color combo.
• Moody Beast: Dramatic yet
balanced.
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PART 6: LIGHT DIFFUSE IMAGE OVERLAYS
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Section Overview

Drama Mix

Warm Mix
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PART 6: LIGHT DIFFUSE IMAGE OVERLAYS
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Section Overview

Cool Mix

Dreamy Mix
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PART 7: POLISH & SOCIAL RESIZE TOOLS
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The perfect dynamic finish in a click, then resize on a separate image for social sharing at
it's best - no need to get technical, the actions do it all for you, so you can sign off on the edit,
share to social (without worrying that the image looks muddy or pixelated), upload online and
watch as everyone loves on your image, without worrying about the quality.

Section Overview

FINAL TOUCHES
• Contrast Boost Final Kick:
Click to balance the contrast
instantly.

• Add A Soft Vignette: Darkens
the edges without distortion.

• Convert For Black & White:
Creates the perfect black and
white conversion.

• Sharpen For Print: Click, slide
and save.

SOCIAL MEDIA & WEB RESIZE
The resizers are perfectly
poised for social sharing,
without saving over the original!

• Facebook Landscape: Resizes
perfectly for social sharing of
landscape (wide) images.

• Facebook Portrait: Resizes
perfectly for social sharing of
portrait (tall) images.

• Instagram: Creates a new
square image you can
reposition.

• Save for Website: The perfect
web size without losing quality.

• Convert to SRGB Profile: The
best JPEG profile for your client
images.

• Flatten and Snapshot: For
keeping it neat, but saving the
history state.
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PART 7: POLISH & SOCIAL RESIZE TOOLS
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Section Overview

Edited Image

Black &
White
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Editing Recipes
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Balance:
- Magic Image Balancer
- Warmer Scene

Brushes:
- Brighen Areas (left dog)
- Tack Sharp (faces)
- Bright Eyes
- Clean Up (mucky pup)
- Eye / Bead Stain Brush
- Warm Up

HIDE:
Select & Fix actions to fix edges

L'Artist Brushes:
- Enhance & Attention Grab 
- Painterly Silky Fur
- Ultra Details

Diffuse Finishers:
- Radiant
- Evening (painted away from dogs)

WATCH THE VIDEO
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Editing Recipes
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Balance:
- Magic Image Balancer & Save Lost Blacks

Brushes:
- Brighten Areas
- Black Fur Rescue
- Nose Kiss & Bright Eyes
- Clean Up Fur

Toning:
- Rover Red Riddance

Hide Action for debris on the face/ leaves

L'Artist Brushes:
- Enhance Attention
- Painterly Silk Fur

Diffuse Finishers:
- Evening (low opacity, painted off dog)
- Fairground
- Beam
- Ultra Dark (from image balance section,
painted away from dog)

WATCH THE VIDEO
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Editing Recipes
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Balance:
- Magic Image Balancer 
- Warmer Scene
- Punchy Contrast
- Save Lost Blacks

Brushes:
- Brighten Areas
- Black Fur Rescue
- Nose Kiss & Bright Eyes
- Gentle Darken

Toning:
- Rover Red Riddance

Hide Action for debris on the face/ leaves

L'Artist Brushes:
- Enhance Attention
- Painterly Silk Fur

Diffuse Finishers:
- Evening (low opacity, painted off dog)
- Fairground
- Beam painted away from dog)

WATCH THE VIDEO
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Editing Recipes
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Balance:
- Magic Image Balancer

Brushes:
- Clean Eye/Beard Stain
- Sharp/Bright Eyes
- White Fur Rescue

Hide Action to remove branches &
distractions.

L'Artist Brushes:
- Enhance & Attenion
- Invigorate Tones
- Painterly Silk Fur
- Hazy Halo (x 2)

Diffuse Finishers:
- Evening (40% painted off dog)
- Radiant (painted off dog)
- Wizardry Midnight (40% - painted off)

Final:
- Contrast Boost
- Vignette

WATCH THE VIDEO
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Editing Recipes
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Balance:
- Save Blacks
- Ultra Dark (painted off right side)

Brushes:
- Bright Eyes (x3)
- Fur Details Brush
- Rover Red Riddance (on chair)
- Black Fur rescue (right side)

Hide Action to fix backdrop

L'Artist Brushes:
- Painterly Silk Fur

Diffuse Finishers:
- Club
- Alloy (painted off dog)
- Winter Coat (painted off dog)

Final:
- Yappy Yellow gone (over backdrop)

EXTRA - LSP Camden Texture Added (not
part of the set)

WATCH THE VIDEO
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Editing Recipes
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Balance:
- Magic Image Balancer
- Warmer Scene

Brushes:
- Tack Sharp
- Nose Kiss
- Fur Details
- Gentle Darken

Toning:
- Go Away Greens & Orange Off!
- Add Warmth

L'Artist Brushes:
- Enhance & Attention Grab 
- Invigorate Vibrant Tones
- L'Artist Finish

Diffuse Finishers:
- Sunset Glow 60%
- Beam 15%
- Evening (painted off areas)

Final:
- Contrast Boost

WATCH THE VIDEO
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Editing Recipes
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Balance:
- Magic Image Balancer
- Warmer Scene

Brushes:
- Black / White Rescue Brushes
- Brighten Areas & Eyes
- Tack Sharp / Sharp Eyes
- Defringe

L'Artist Brushes:
- Enhance & Attention Grab 
- Invigorate Vibrant Tones
- Painterly Silk Fur

Diffuse Finishers:
- Radiant
- Beam
(more Diffuse examples on next page)
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Editing Recipes
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Diffuse Finishers: Warm Mix

WATCH THE VIDEO

Diffuse Finishers: Cool Mix

Diffuse Finishers: Drama Mix Diffuse Finishers: Dreamy Mix
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Over 1,200 Photographers already use Fur Babies to
transform their pet images.
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Reviews for Fur Babies
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Images sent in from real photographers using Fur Babies
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Customer Images

Louisa R Heidi A

Lorraine L Denise H Baron B

Kat D Celina E Amanda V
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(just hover and click)
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Handy Links

Fur Babies 
Complete Photoshop Action Workflow

Click Here to Purchase

https://www.lsp-actions.com/products/fur-babies-photoshop-actions

Watch the video tutorials online [here]

Join the free LSP Actions editing group on facebook [here]

Email Lauren at LSP Actions [here]
hello@lsp-actions.com

https://www.lsp-actions.com/pages/editing-dog-portraits-in-photoshop

https://www.facebook.com/groups/LemonSkyActions

Blog: "It's so easy to become a dog photographer... isn't it? [here]
https://www.lsp-actions.com/blogs/photography-diy-props/how-to-become-dog-photographer
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Copyright Notice

This guide and all LSP Actions products remain © Copyright LSP Actions.
 

On successful completion of checkout using the LSP Actions Website you are automatically granted the licence to use
your purchased product to provide clients with edited, flattened images to print for their personal use. You can use this

digital background as many times as you like for your client images.
 

You are not permitted to alter, sell, re-sell, mirror, redistribute, transfer or take ownership of this guide or any LSP Actions

products in any way, or to share LSP Actions products with any organisation, individual or entity by any medium or means,

whether for profit or not for profit. You are not permitted to copy or imitate any LSP Actions products in any way. You are not

permitted to modify, decompile, attempt to decompile or reverse engineer any LSP Actions products. 

 

You are not permitted to remove or attempt to remove any copyright or other proprietary notations from any LSP Actions

products. Anyone found to be in breach of these terms will be permanently banned from using our services with immediate

effect and will face legal action. 

 

This licence is for you and you alone. You may install and run the product on more than one computer but only on computers

belonging to you and used only by you.

 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE

Lauren Bennett
AUTHOR | PHOTOGRAPHER | DESIGNER

WWW.LSP-ACTIONS.COM
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